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Remote
control
Midwifery in remote
and rural areas of
the UK can be one of
the most rewarding
and challenging jobs
in the profession.
Julie Griffiths
speaks to midwives
in remote practice
to find out what
their roles involve.
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ATE KENMURE WAS USED TO
midwifery in a big obstetric
unit when she moved to
the Shetland Isles seven
years ago. She quickly
discovered it was not the same as
practice in an urban area.
‘In an emergency, it’s not like in
hospital where you ring the bell and
the neonatal team come to resuscitate
the baby – that needs to be you,’ says
Kate, who is child and family health
manager at NHS Shetland.
Shetland comprises over 100 islands
(only 15 of which are inhabited) in the
North Sea. It is just 400 miles from the

Arctic Circle, 211 miles from Aberdeen,
and closer to Norway than Edinburgh.
There are around 250 births per annum
(ISD Scotland, 2015), with about a third
of them – mostly high risk – going to
Aberdeen to be delivered, says Jude. The
islands have no intensive care unit and
no neonatal service. Instead, it has a
maternity unit at the general hospital in
Lerwick, which is run by 12 caseloading
midwives who combine shifts at the units
with community work. For emergencies,
they have assistance from GPs with
special interests in obstetrics and if a CS is
required, it is done by the general surgeons.
It can take several hours to reach the

unit from the more remote islands, so
women who plan to give birth on Shetland
are encouraged to stay in Lerwick as their
due date approaches. If a woman has
no family to stay with, she stays at the
maternity unit. There is only around one
home birth per year, says Kate.
Even though high-risk women are
discouraged from giving birth on the
Shetlands, midwives may have to attend
an early labour or someone high risk,
who decides to stay regardless of advice.
‘Even though we’re a low-risk unit,
we need to deal with any emergency, so
we’re quite highly skilled in obstetrics,
as well as midwifery,’ says Kate. ↘
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→ Skills
RCM Scotland director Gillian Smith says that one of
the challenges for midwives in remote and rural areas
is to ensure those skills are kept up to date. Similarly,
they need to take steps to avoid midwives suffering from
professional isolation. Yet traditional ways of addressing
this mean a great deal of time and expense. Video
conferencing has proved to be the answer, says Gillian.
‘It’s a vital tool for the RCM to link with islands and
remote communities. They’ll use it to link to the HoM
group and other groups. It’s also great for clinical work if
expertise is needed,’ she says.
Remote and rural practice is not
for everyone, of course. One of the
challenges for midwifery – and indeed
other services – can be recruitment
TRAINING IN
and retention. It’s an area that a threeREMOTE AREAS
year initiative run by NHS Highland
is exploring. Being Here, which has
In Powys, the 40 midwives
who work across six bases
received £1.5m funding from Scottish
get together for training in a
Government, is developing and testing
country house B&B. It began
new models for remote and rural health
about a decade ago as a
way of ensuring the training
and care services in Scotland.
met the needs of the women
One way of circumnavigating the
birthing at home.
problem of wondering whether someone
Training takes place in the
bedrooms, so that midwives
is suited to remote life is to ‘grow their
are accustomed to dealing
own’. NHS Highland remote and rural
with an obstetric emergency
programme manager Martine Scott
in a domestic setting.
‘When they happen in this
says that the project is looking into this.
job, they’re never in a bed
The aim is to tap into those who plan
in a birthing room. They’re
a career in health care while they are
in the tiniest of toilets or on
a sofa. It also helps us to
still at secondary school and, ultimately,
think about how to do things
provide accredited training more locally.
without damaging ourselves,’
‘If you come from a remote place
says midwife Sara McAleese.
The get-together is also
then the idea of going to a big city to
an opportunity for the wider
train is quite daunting,’ says Martine.
team to meet up; they are so
spaced out geographically
that it very rarely happens.
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We make sure we give
the second midwife
plenty of time to get
there. Nobody wants to
be rushed on the roads
A business case is being put together that includes a
suggestion of blended learning that will include remote
training – running virtual clinics, for example, as well
as spending time at a hub, such as Inverness.

Island life
At the other end of the country, Jude Davies is the only
midwife for the Isles of Scilly. It comprises five islands
with a combined population of 2200 and a birth rate of
about 20 per year. Half go to the mainland, including
high-risk women, with the remainder staying on the
island for birth – half of them at home, says Jude.
Jude has been in post since April and lives on the
biggest island, St Mary’s, which is two and half miles
long. She says that the weather can be a challenging
part of providing midwifery services, with fog being
a particular problem for the Scilly Isles. Women are
advised against giving birth on the ‘off islands’ (the
smaller islands that make up the Isles of Scilly),
because the helicopter cannot land there and it can
also be hard to reach the islands by boat.
‘If the tide is right out, it makes it much more difficult.
There are other ways to access the islands – they can go
round the back to land – but it takes longer,’ says Jude.
If a woman is planning an island birth then Jude is on

IS RURAL MIDWIFERY FOR YOU?
call 24/7 from 37 weeks. She will be on call from January
to the middle of May because of the timings of her
current caseload of 12.
As the only midwife, Jude’s number two at births
is the GP. If a woman needs to be transferred, she can
be helicoptered out by the RAF and babies are born in
them from time to time. It is costly – more than £3k for
each call-out – but fast. They can reach St Mary’s in 20
minutes and take another 20 minutes to reach hospital.
‘The irony is that I’m more isolated here than I was
when I worked in rural Wales, but the transfer time is
much better,’ says Jude.

Anwen Evans, a community midwife who covers large rural parts
of Carmarthen and Ceredigion in Wales, considers the pros and
cons of midwifery in remote places.
PROS:
CONTINUITY – you often know the
women you care for. Sometimes you
see them for second or third babies.
TEAM – we talk about our cases
and issues so that we know about
the women should we need to go to
them to deliver. We’re in touch by
phone a lot, so I never feel isolated.

CONS:
TRAVELLING – it takes a lot of
time each day. Some driving is on
remote tracks and you wonder if
you’ll get down and back with the
car in one piece.
NO BLUE LIGHT – it can be
stressful when we need to reach
a woman as fast as possible.

Relationships
Powys community midwife Sara McAleese works in the
remote area of Wales that Jude refers to. There are no
helicopters for women in labour – all transfers are by road
– and, in fact, there are no obstetric units in the county.
There are six midwifery-led units and the midwives
deal with nine hospitals that are outside the county
border. Sara says that transfer times, which can be more
than an hour, are always foremost in a midwife’s mind in
rural practice and not only for reaching hospital.
‘We make sure we give the second midwife plenty
of time to get there,’ says Sara. ‘Nobody wants to be
rushed on the roads.’
Her patch is around 100 miles from one end to the
other, but she says it is the on-calls that can really hike
up the mileage: ‘I have gone to a birth, gone home, then
had another call and find I’ve done around 200 miles. It’s
not straight-line driving either, it’s up and round.’
The home birth rate in Powys is 9.3% (personal
correspondence, 2015). Sara says that for many
women, it’s a practical choice.
‘Women will often wait until they’re in labour to
decide. They’ll phone us and the midwife will go to her

and then they choose. It’s often a case of: “You’re at
5cm”, and the woman says: “This is ok. At this moment,
I’d rather stay here”,’ says Sara.
In anticipation of this, all bookings are done at the
woman’s home, with another home visit at 36 weeks.
The Powys team have training that prepares them for
remote birth in a domestic setting (see box opposite).
Sara says that one of the best things about being a
midwife in a remote setting is the close relationships
developed with the women.
‘When the phone goes at 3am, I think: “I wonder who it
is.” When I get in the car to go to them, I’m really excited
– it’s like your friend having a baby. It’s amazing.’
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